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The Ewing sarcoma protein EWS is an RNA and
DNA binding protein implicated in transcription,
pre-mRNA splicing, and DNA damage response. Us-
ing CLIP-seq, we identified EWSRNA binding sites in
exonic regions near 50 splice sites. A prominent target
was exon 6 of the FAS/CD95 receptor, which is alter-
natively spliced to generate isoforms with opposing
activities in programmed cell death. Depletion and
overexpression experiments showed that EWS pro-
motes exon 6 inclusion and consequently the synthe-
sis of the proapoptotic FAS/CD95 isoform, whereas
an EWS-FLI1 fusion protein characteristic of Ewing
sarcomas shows decreased activity. Biochemical
analyses revealed that EWS binding promotes the
recruitment of U1snRNP and U2AF65 to the splice
sites flanking exon 6 and therefore exon definition.
Consistentwith a role for EWS in the regulationof pro-
grammed cell death, cells depleted of EWS show
decreased sensitivity to FAS-induced apoptosis,
and elevated EWS expression enhances apoptosis
in EWS-haploinsufficient Ewing sarcoma cells.
INTRODUCTION
The removal of introns from mRNA precursors is mediated by
the spliceosome, amacromolecular machinery composed of uri-
dine-rich small nuclear ribonucleoprotein particles (snRNPs, U1,
U2, U4, U5, and U6) and more than 200 proteins that assemble
on the pre-mRNA in a stepwise manner (Wahl et al., 2009). U1
and U2 snRNPs are involved in the initial recognition of the 50
and 30 splice sites (ss), respectively. U1 snRNP recognizes the
50 splice site through base-pairing interactions with the 50 end
of U1 small nuclear RNA (snRNA), whereas three sequence
elements at the 30 end of the intron, the branchpoint, the polypyr-
imidine tract, and the 30 ss AG, are recognized through the coop-
erative binding of the Branch point Binding Protein (BBP/SF1)
and the 65 and 35 kDa subunits of the U2 Auxiliary FactorC(U2AF). U2AF helps recruiting U2 snRNP to the branchpoint
region, where base-pairing interactions with U2 snRNA define
an adenosine residue that forms a 20–50 phosphodiester bond
with the 50 end of the intron after the first step of splicing catalysis
(Wahl et al., 2009). Factors that initially recognize 50 and 30 splice
sites can stabilize each other across the intron (intron definition)
or across internal exons (exon definition), which in vertebrates
are usually short compared with the length of the flanking introns
(Gelfman et al., 2012).
Additional regulatory factors modulate splice-site recognition,
including several families of RNA-binding proteins (RBPs) that
are recruited to specific sequence elements present in exons
or introns to enhance or silence splice-site utilization (Chen
and Manley, 2009). The extent and direction of the effects of
these sequences and cognate factors is often dependent on
their location relative to the splice sites, thus generating RNA
maps that can help to predict the relative use of competing splice
sites (alternative splicing, AS) (Witten and Ule, 2011).
EWS protein belongs to the FET (FUS/TLS, EWS, and TAF15)
family, which are closely related RBPs that can influence both
transcription and RNAmetabolism (Tan andManley, 2009; Paro-
netto, 2013). Chromosomal translocations of the genes encod-
ing these proteins are characteristic of certain cancers. For
example, a translocation creating a fusion between EWS and
the ETS transcription factor FLI-1 is frequent in cases of Ewing
sarcoma (Delattre et al., 1992; Ross et al., 2013). FET proteins
are composed of a DNA activation domain at the N terminus
and an RNA-binding domain at the C terminus, comprising three
arginine/glycine-rich (RGG) boxes and one consensus RNA
Recognition Motif (RRM), which is the most conserved region
within the family (Tan and Manley, 2009). It has been shown
that EWS binds to poly U and poly G homoribopolymers (Ohno
et al., 1994), and in vitro systematic evolution of ligands by expo-
nential enrichment (SELEX) experiments identified GGUG as a
motif recognized by FUS/TLS with 250 nM affinity (Lerga et al.,
2001). EWS was also shown to recognize the G-rich single-
stranded region of DNA or RNA G-quadruplex structures (Taka-
hama et al., 2011).
Mounting evidence indicates that EWS participates in splicing
of selected transcripts. EWS was initially shown to interact with
the branchpoint recognizing protein BBP/SF1 (Zhang et al.,ell Reports 7, 1211–1226, May 22, 2014 ª2014 The Authors 1211
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1998) andwith U1C, one of the protein components of U1 snRNP
(Knoop and Baker, 2000), suggesting a role in modulating 30 and/
or 50 splice-site recognition. Indeed, EWS-FLI1 fusion protein,
but not EWS alone, was shown to alter 50 splice-site selection
in the E1Amodel system (Knoop and Baker, 2000, 2001). Further
work documented that EWS and EWS-FLI1 can promote tran-
scription of cyclin D1 gene (CCND1) and that the two proteins
have opposing effects in regulating the ratio between two
alternatively spliced mRNA variants of CCND1 with different
oncogenic potential (Sanchez et al., 2008). Recent work has
linked genotoxic stress with EWS-mediated regulation of AS.
First, disruption of the interaction between EWS and the spli-
ceosome-associated factor YB-1 induces skipping of several
exons in the MDM2 gene, which may contribute to proper p53
response (Dutertre et al., 2010). Second, EWS knockdown
causes changes in AS of genes encoding factors important for
the DNA damage response, which mimic changes in splicing
induced by UV light irradiation (Paronetto et al., 2011). Notably,
UV irradiation causes sequestration of EWS in the nucleolus,
thus likely interfering with its splicing activity (Paronetto et al.,
2011). However, the mechanisms by which EWS modulates
splice-site selection remain largely unknown.
We report the genome-wide identification of EWSRNA targets
by UV crosslinking and immunoprecipitation sequencing (CLIP-
seq), their enrichment in exonic regions near 50 splice sites, and
a function for EWS in recruiting U1snRNP and U2AF to the
flanking splice sites of the crosslinked target FAS/CD95 exon
6, enhancing exon inclusion and consequently FAS-mediated
apoptosis.
RESULTS
CLIP Identifies EWS Binding Sites in a Variety of
Transcripts
CLIP (ultraviolet light-induced crosslinking and immunoprecipi-
tation) was used to identify in vivo RNA targets of EWS in HeLa
cells in a genome-wide manner (see Experimental Procedures
for details). EWS was immunoprecipitated from crosslinkedFigure 1. CLIP-Seq Identifies EWS Binding Sites in HeLa Cells Transcr
(A) Autoradiography of EWS immunoprecipitates from cellular extracts prepared fr
purified rabbit IgGs. After DNase and RNase treatments, RNAs coimmunopreci
labeled and the immunoprecipitates fractionated by electrophoresis in SDS-p
corresponding to EWS bound to RNA fragments of different sizes (EWS/RNA co
(B) Immunoprecipitation of EWS protein from HeLa nuclear extracts transfected
high RNase (right panel) conditions. On the left panel, western blot analysis using
On the right, autoradiography of P32-labeled EWS-RNA complexes from EWS imm
used. The positions of EWS and EWS-RNA crosslinked complexes are indicated
(C and D) Cluster distribution at 30 and 50 splice sites. Positional distribution of EW
sites (red line), comparedwith CLIP-seq clusters from control IgGs (blue line) andw
cluster (gray line). Shaded regions indicate positions where a statistically significa
(E) Motif analysis of EWSCLIP-seq targets in exons and introns. Logos of position
more enriched pentamer motifs. On the bottom, extended motif built from cluste
(F) The plot represents the density of pentamers relative to the 50 ss comparing 49 r
50 nt of the flanking introns. The values in the y axis represent the frequency at whi
total number of exons to make them comparable across the three groups.
(G) Electrophoretic mobility shift assay (EMSA) using purified GST-EWS (250 nM)
copy) or a control sequence of the same length.
(H) Mobility shift assays using GST-EWS (0, 10, and 100 nM) and 50 end-labeled
Sequences are provided in Table S3.
CHeLa extracts using either an antibody against EWS (Paronetto
et al., 2011; Figure S1A), or purified rabbit immunoglobulin
(IgGs) as a control (Figures 1A, S1A, and S1B). Depletion of
EWS by RNAi strongly decreased the crosslinking detected in
the immunoprecipitates, further arguing that the CLIP signal is
specific (Figure 1B). Two independent replicate CLIP experi-
ments were analyzed. A total of 2.9 million CLIP sequences
were generated, 16% of which could be mapped to the human
genome allowing 0–2 mismatches. Gene loci (9,274) with EWS
CLIP tags in at least one replica were identified, and 4,994
gene loci had tags in both of the CLIP experiments. Total reads
were clustered and the Pearson correlation between the two
replicas using overlapping clusters (8,000) was R = 0.801 (Fig-
ures S1C and S1G). Clusters overlapping between EWS and
control IgGs were retained only if the number of reads corre-
sponding to EWS clusters was at least five times higher than in
control. Additionally, a set of ‘‘random’’ clusters was generated
by selecting, for each EWS cluster, a new arbitrary location in
the same chromosome, avoiding satellites, gaps, and overlaps
with other random clusters. Although 70% of the clusters over-
lapping genes fall in introns, normalization by the relative length
distribution of exons and introns revealed a 2-fold enrichment of
EWS clusters in exons and promoter regions (Figure S1E). Sixty-
two percent of these clusters fall in coding sequences (CDS),
27% in 30 UTRs and 11% in 50 UTRs, revealing a 30%enrichment
of EWS clusters in CDS/internal exons (Figure S1F). Interestingly,
a high density of crosslink sites was detected in different classes
of noncoding RNAs, especially long intergenic noncoding RNAs
(lincRNAs) and small nucleolar RNAs (snoRNAs; Figure S2 and
Table S1), suggesting possible novel functions for EWS in the
regulation of RNA metabolism.
Enrichment of EWS Binding Sites near 50 Splice Sites
To identify functional signatures of EWS binding, the distribution
of EWS CLIP-clusters relative to splice sites was investigated.
A clear enrichment of EWS clusters over control and random
clusters was found in exonic regions neighboring 50 splice sites
(compare red with gray/blue lines in Figure 1D; Figure S3). Aiptome
omHeLa cells after UV light irradiation, using either an antibody against EWS or
pitated with EWS and protected from enzymatic digestion were radioactively
olyadrylamide gels and exposed to film. The arrows indicate shifted bands
mplexes).
with either siEWS or scrambled oligonucleotides, in normal (left panel) or CLIP
anti-EWS antibody; the arrow indicates the position expected for EWS protein.
unoprecipitates from UV-crosslinked HeLa cells. High RNase conditions were
.
S CLIP-seq clusters with at least 5-fold enrichment, relative to 30 and 50 splice
ith a random set of sequences localized in the same chromosome of each EWS
nt difference (p value <0.001) in was found between EWS and control clusters.
al nucleotide frequencies built from exonic or intronic clusters containing one or
rs with at least 5-fold enrichment compared to control reads.
egulated exons with a (large) set of alternative and constitutive exons, including
ch that relative position is occupied by one of the pentamers, normalized by the
and P32 50 end-labeled RNA corresponding to the extended EWSmotif (double
RNAs corresponding to the CLIP tags identified in the indicated genes.
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less pronounced enrichment could be also detected at exonic
sequences flanking 30 splice sites (Figure 1C). An enrichment
of EWS clusters in weak 50 (but not 30) splice-site regions was
observed, without significant differences between constitutive
or alternative exons (Figures S3D–S3F). Additionally, we found
that exons with CLIP clusters have in general weaker 50 (but
not 30) splice sites than expected by chance (see Experimental
Procedures).
EWS Binding Motif Analysis
To identify sequence motifs enriched in EWS CLIP clusters,
which could represent sites of direct interaction by the protein,
we searched for enriched k-mer (k = 5.6) motifs using two inde-
pendent statistical tests, first calculating the number of times
that each k-mer was represented in the clusters, and second
calculating the number of clusters inwhich each k-mer is present.
Each of these tests was performed comparing EWS versus con-
trol, as well as comparing EWS versus random. We selected
5-mers that hadZ scoreR10and chi scoreR100 in the twocom-
parisons (Figures S4A and S4B) and those 6-mers that had Z
score R15 and chi score R120 (Figures S4C and S4D) in the
two comparisons (Table S2). Further analysis of the cluster
containing these pentamers identified a GGGGT/A motif that
was enriched in exons as well as in introns (Figures 1E and S4).
In addition, an extended motif was found in clusters that were
5-fold enriched over control clusters (Figure 1E, lower panel)
(see Experimental Procedures). Our results are consistent with
previous reports describing G-rich motifs as high-affinity binding
sites for FUS/TLS and EWS (Lerga et al., 2001; Takahama et al.,
2011). Thedensity of thepentamerswashigher in EWS-regulated
exons (see below) than alternative or constitutive exons not
regulated by EWS, with the highest density within the exon’s
last quarter (Figures 1F and S5A). Analysis of the distribution of
EWSclusters containing thepentamers confirmedanenrichment
of themotif in exons, flanking/overlapping 50 splice sites and less
pronounced at 30 splice sites (Figures S3G and S3H).
Binding of purified recombinant GST-EWS to P32-50-end-
labeled RNAs corresponding to the identified consensus was
observed in electrophoretic mobility shift assays (EMSAs), with
an apparent dissociation constant around 50 nM, whereas no
binding to a control sequence was detected (Figure 1G). This
result argues that the CLIP data reflect intrinsic RNA binding fea-
tures of the EWS protein. Consistently, direct binding of EWS to
CLIP targets was confirmed by EMSA assays using 32P-labeled
RNA sequences corresponding to the CLIP tags identified in the
genesAPEX2,CDC45L,COL4A5,MTAP, andUSP34 (Figure 1H).Figure 2. EWS Binds to FAS Pre-mRNA Sequences
(A) Representation of two highly populated EWS clusters identified in FAS pre-m
(B) Mobility shift RNA binding assays using purified GST-EWS (10, 20, 40, 60,
sequences (from 68 to +25). The positions of free RNA and RNA-protein comp
(C) Sequences of wild-type and mutant FAS pre-mRNA used for the mobility shi
(D) Upper panel: the location of two consensus motifs for EWS binding is represe
mobility shift competition assays using GST-EWS (100 nM), radioactively-labeled
to the regions of FAS exon 6 indicated in the upper panel and in (C).
(E) RNA binding assays using purified GST-EWS (10, 20, 30, 50, and 100 nM) a
apparent KD of approximately 50 nM. EWS binding at 50 nM to the identified mo
motif itself or corresponding to sequences of FAS exon 6.1 and 6.3, but not 6.2.
(F) Mobility shift binding assays using radioactively labeled RNAs corresponding
CIdentification of EWS-Regulated Genes
To identify genes regulated by EWS, we hybridized the RNA from
three biological replicas of cells transfected with either scram-
bled or EWS small interfering RNA (siRNAs) to Affymetrix Human
Exon Junction Arrays (HJAY) (Genosplice; see Experimental
Procedures for details). The expression level of 805 genes was
affected by EWS knockdown (395 upregulated and 410 downre-
gulated), and more than half of these genes (425) contain CLIP
tags, as determined by our CLIP-seq experiment (Figure S5C).
These results suggest that association with EWS influences
the accumulation of these target mRNAs. KEGG pathway anal-
ysis indicated that p53 signaling is the most represented
pathway in EWS regulated genes (p value 2.46 3 106), consis-
tent with the previously proposed role for EWS in the regulation
of stress response and DNA damage (Dutertre et al., 2010; Paro-
netto et al., 2011). HJAY identified 206 differentially regulated AS
events in 114 genes; 68 regulated events contained CLIP tags
within the alternatively spliced region. Interestingly, comparing
the array design with the regulated AS events, we found a clear
enrichment in cassette exon and alternative terminal exon events
(Figure S5D).
Because the overlap between regulated exons and CLIP
tags within the corresponding exonic sequences was limited,
we used as a surrogate the presence of the identified EWS pen-
tamers in 53 EWS-regulated internal exons. An enrichment of
potential EWS binding sites in EWS-regulated exons compared
to control exons, particularly near the 30 end of the exon was
observed (Figures 1F, S5A, and S5B), consistent with the general
enrichment of CLIP tags observed in these regions (Figures 1C
and 1D). RT-PCR analysis of eight array-predicted regulated
exons containing potential EWS sites confirmed their regulation
upon EWS depletion (Figure S5E; data not shown).
FAS as a Splicing Target of EWS Protein
To further study EWS function through exonic sequences as one
possible mechanism of splicing regulation by this protein, we
focused our attention on the most conspicuous CLIP cluster
detected in the EWS CLIP-seq data, which corresponds to 408
reads spanning exon 6 (63 nucleotides) of the FAS pre-mRNA,
and an additional cluster overlapping with part of exon 5 (Fig-
ure 2A). EMSA experiments confirmed direct binding of recombi-
nant purified GST-EWS to FAS exon 6 pre-mRNA (from position
68 relative to the 30 splice site of intron 5 to position +25 of
intron 6), with an apparent Kd around 15 nM, an affinity higher
than that determined for the EWS consensus motif (Kd 50 nM)
(Figure 2B), consistent with the presence of two predictedRNA relative to the positions of exons 5 and the alternatively spliced exon 6.
and 100 nM) and an RNA corresponding to FAS exon 6 and flanking intronic
lexes are indicated.
ft experiments.
nted relative to the three regions of FAS exon 6 indicated in (C). Lower panel:
FAS exon 6 pre-mRNA (from68 to +25), and nonlabeled RNAs corresponding
nd P32 50 end-labeled RNA corresponding to the extended motif revealed an
tif was challenged by competition with nonlabeled RNAs corresponding to the
to the regions of FAS exon 6 (wild-type or mutant) indicated in (C).
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EWS binding motifs in this cluster (Figure 2C, blue lettering). To
evaluate to what extent EWS binding to FAS exon 6 depends
on these motifs, competition assays using 32P-labeled exon 6
pre-mRNA (68 to +25) and unlabeled RNAs containing different
fragments of the exon (Figure 2C) were carried out. Binding of
EWS was competed by fragments Ex6.1 and Ex6.3 correspond-
ing, respectively, to the 50 third of FAS exon 6 and to the 30 third of
exon 6 and flanking 50 splice site (Figure 2D). Both Ex6.1 and
Ex6.3 contain EWS consensus sites, whereas fragment Ex6.2,
which contains PTB binding sites (Izquierdo et al., 2005) but is
devoid of putative EWS binding sites, did not compete (Fig-
ure 2D). Equivalent competition results were observed for EWS
binding to the CLIP consensus motif (Figure 2E), further arguing
that Ex6.1 and Ex6.3 do contain functional EWS binding motifs.
The same conclusion was reached with binding assays using
32P-labeled Ex6.1, Ex6.2, and Ex.3 RNAs (Figure 2F). The
apparent Kd for EWS binding to the Ex6.1 or Ex6.3 RNAs was
40–50 nM, significantly higher than the Kd for binding to FAS
exon 6 region (15 nM), suggesting additive or possibly coopera-
tive EWS binding when the two sites are present. To further
confirm the contribution of EWS consensus sites, the G-rich
stretches within putative EWS binding sites in Ex6.1 and Ex6.3
RNAs were mutated, to generate Ex6.M1 and Ex6.M2. Binding
of EWS was significantly decreased by these mutations (Fig-
ure 2F), confirming the direct interaction of EWS with these
sequences, consistent with the highly populated CLIP-seq clus-
ter mapping to this region.
EWS Modulates FAS Alternative Splicing
To test whether EWS modulates splicing of FAS pre-mRNA, we
knocked down expression of EWS in HeLa cells using siRNAs,
which resulted in a significant decrease in protein expression
(Figure 3A, lower panel). Using a human FAS exon 6 reporter
minigene expressing the genomic region of the FAS gene span-
ning from exon 5 to exon 7 (Izquierdo et al., 2005), we observed
that EWS knockdown resulted in a significant increase in exon
6 skipping compared to cells transfected with a scrambled
sequence siRNA (Figure 3A, upper panel), measured by semi-
quantitative RT-PCR. The same tendency toward increased
exon skipping was observed for endogenous FAS transcripts
from a stable cell line infected with a lentivirus expressing EWSFigure 3. Regulation of FAS Alternative Splicing by Changes in EWS L
(A) Effects of EWS knockdown on AS of FAS exon 6 reporter. siRNAs targeting
corresponding to FAS genomic sequences between exons 5 and 7 and the leve
relative levels of FAS exon 6 inclusion/skipping determined from total RNA by R
metric analysis of three independent experiments normalized to control scrambl
(B) Effects of EWS overexpression on AS of FASminigene. HeLa cells transfected
GFP-EWSwere harvested 20 hr after transfection, RNA isolated and FAS exon 6 in
analysis of three independent experiments normalized to the values of contro
GFP-EWS was determined by western blot analysis (lower panel).
(C) EWS overexpression antagonizes the effects of PTB in regulation of FAS AS
0.3 mg of PTB-expressing plasmid and different amounts of GFP-EWS (50, 100
determined as in (C).
(D) Representation of FAS exon 6wild-type andmutants used for cotransfections
(E) Cotransfection assays of FAS minigenes and GFP-EWS were carried out and
(F) EWS/FLI1 affects FAS AS. HeLa cells were transfected with 0.3 mg of FAS m
between FAS exon 6 inclusion versus skipping is indicated. Barplots represent q
recombinant proteins (GFP, GFP-EWS, and GFP-EWS-FLI1) was determined b
evaluated using Student’s t test: *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001.
Csmall hairpin RNAs (shRNAs), compared with a control-infected
(pLKO) cell line (Figure S6A). EWS knockdown was also found to
influence endogenous FAS exon 6 skipping in a genome-wide
screen for regulators of this splicing event using a different set
of siRNAs (J.R. Tejedor and J.V., unpublished data). Moreover,
overexpression of increasing amounts of recombinant GFP-
EWS in HeLa cells led to a steady increase in exon 6 inclusion
from the FAS minigene (Figure 3B, upper panel).
Several factors were previously reported to regulate FAS AS:
TIA-1 binds to uridine-rich sequences immediately 30 of the 50
splice site of intron 6, facilitating U1snRNP binding, 50 splice-
site recognition and exon inclusion (Fo¨rch et al., 2000, 2002;
Izquierdo et al., 2005). On the other hand, the polypyrimidine
tract binding protein (PTB) promotes exon skipping by binding
to an exonic splicing silencer located in the central part of exon
6 and inhibiting exon definition (Izquierdo et al., 2005). Cotrans-
fection of the FAS reporter minigene with a vector that allows
PTB overexpression and increasing amount of GFP-EWS
showed that EWS can counteract the effect of PTB and revert
to substantial levels of exon 6 inclusion (Figure 3C). This effect
was reproduced also using a minigene containing mutations
in the TIA-1 responsive element (Figure S6B), indicating that
EWS does not require this sequence element to promote
exon inclusion.
To further delineate the sequence elements that mediate EWS
function in FAS exon 6 inclusion, cotransfection assays were
carried out using mutants in the EWS binding sites determined
in Figure 2 (Figure 3D). Both mutations (specially mutant E6M2)
caused higher levels of exon 6 skipping (compare lanes 1, 3,
and 7 in Figure 3E). This result is consistent with a function for
EWS in promoting FAS exon 6 inclusion, as described above,
although we cannot rule out that the splicing enhancer effect
associated with these sequences is not mediated, at least to
some extent, also by additional cognate factors. GFP-EWS over-
expression did not cause major increases in exon inclusion in
thesemutant constructs, despite the extensive levels of skipping
observed in the absence of EWS overexpression (Figure 3E) and
the potent reversion of exon skipping achieved by EWS under
conditions of antagonism with PTB (Figure 3C). In particular,
mutant E6M2was completely unresponsive to EWS overexpres-
sion. Taken together, the results indicate that EWS acts throughevels
EWS mRNA were transfected into HeLa cells cotransfected with a minigene
ls of EWS protein determined by western blot analysis (lower panel) and the
T-PCR using vector-specific primers (upper panel) and quantified by densito-
ed siRNAs (middle panel).
with 0.3 mg of FASminigene and the indicated amounts of a plasmid expressing
clusion/skipping levels determined by RT-PCR and quantified by densitometric
l, GFP-expressing cells (upper and middle panels). Expression of EWS and
. HeLa cells transfected with 0.3 mg of FAS minigene were cotransfected with
, 200, and 300 ng) and ratios between inclusion and skipping of FAS exon 6
with GFP-EWS in (E). Purple boxes indicate the location of the regions mutated.
analyzed as in (C) using the constructs indicated in (D).
inigene and either GFP, or GFP-EWS, or GFP-EWS-FLI1 (300 ng). The ratio
uantification of three independent experiments. On the right, expression of the
y western blot analysis. Significance between the indicated distributions was
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its binding sites in exon 6 (particularly the one closer to the 50
splice site) to promote exon inclusion.
We previously showed that EWS is recruited to chromatin and
can also directly bind single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) of target
genes (Paronetto et al., 2011). Using chromatin immunoprecipi-
tation (ChIP) assays, we observed association of EWS with the
FAS gene and reduced residence time of RNA polymerase II
(RNAPII) in the region upon EWS depletion (Figures S6C and
S6D), which according to kinetic models of coupling between
transcription and RNA processing (Kornblihtt, 2007) could
contribute to EWS-mediated regulation of FAS exon 6. Results
of RNA transfection experiments, however, indicated that
coupling with transcription is not an essential requirement for
EWS splicing regulation of FAS exon 6 (Figure S6E).
We next used similar cotransfection assays to test the activity
of EWS-FLI1 fusion protein produced from the chromosomal
translocation between the EWSR1 and FLI1 loci, characteristic
of Ewing sarcomas (Delattre et al., 1992; Ross et al., 2013).
Expression of the fusion protein in HeLa cells promoted exon
6 inclusion, albeit with about half of the efficiency of the wild-
type EWS protein (Figure 3F). These results indicate that
although the fusion does not block the splicing modulatory prop-
erties of EWS, it does compromise its full activity, opening the
possibility that reduced levels of proapoptotic FAS isoform
contribute to Ewing sarcoma tumor progression (see below
and Discussion).
EWS Recruits U1 snRNP to FAS Exon 6 50 Splice Site
Spliceosomal assembly is thought to occur through the sequen-
tial association and release of snRNPs on the pre-mRNA (Wahl
et al., 2009). The ATP-independent binding of U1snRNP through
base-pairing with the 50 splice site and the recruitment of SF1
and U2AF65 to the branchpoint and polypyrimidine tract at the
30 splice site are considered the earliest steps in spliceosome as-
sembly and they correspond to the E or commitment complex.
After formation of the E-complex, U2 snRNP stably associates
with the branchpoint region in an ATP-dependent manner, which
involves base-pairing interactions between U2 snRNA and se-
quences flanking the branchpoint adenosine, leading to the for-
mation of the A complex (Wahl et al., 2009). Our observation that
EWS clusters are enriched in the proximity of 50 splice sites (Fig-
ure 1), together with the reported interaction of EWS with U1C in
two-hybrid assays (Knoop and Baker, 2000), suggests a role forFigure 4. EWS Binding Sites Regulate Binding of EWS as well as of Fa
(A) Pull-down assays of EWS, U170K, U2AF65, and PTB fromHeLa nuclear extrac
intronic sequences spanning from 68 to +25. Wild-type and EWS binding site (i
were analyzed by western blot using antibodies against EWS, U1 70K, U2AF65,
(B) Pull-down assays of HeLa nuclear extracts immunodepleted using either purifi
in vitro transcribed biotinylated RNA corresponding to FAS exon 6 pre-mRNA an
After extensive washes, pulled-down proteins were analyzed by western blot usin
middle). On the right, pull-down experiment performed with EWS immunodeplet
protein purified from E. coli.
(C) Quantification of pull-down results in (A) by densitometric analysis. Bars indica
FAS mutated versus wild-type sequences were evaluated using Student’s t test:
(D and E) Quantification of pull down results in (B) by densitometric analysis. Ba
ID, immunodepleted; IgG, immunoglobulin. Significance was evaluated using the S
to FAS pre-mRNA in IgG- versus EWS-immunodepleted nuclear extracts or in th
proteins.
CEWS in U1 snRNP recruitment to 50 splice sites. To test this
hypothesis, we carried out three types of experiments. First,
we used affinity chromatography with wild-type FAS RNA (68
to +25) and with mutant derivatives lacking either the EWS bind-
ing site within the 50 third of exon (E6M1) or the binding site near
the 50 splice site (E6M2). Biotinylated RNAs were synthesized
in vitro and incubated with HeLa nuclear extracts, and the
complexes associated with the RNAs were pulled down using
streptavidin beads. Proteins retained after stringent washes
were eluted and analyzed by SDS-PAGE and western blot. We
observed that EWS association with FAS exon 6 was decreased
in the E6M1 mutant and was almost undetectable in the E6M2
mutant (Figure 4A, upper panel, see quantification in Figure 4C),
consistent with the in vitro binding results of Figure 2 andwith the
requirement of these sites for EWS-mediated exon inclusion
(Figure 3). Importantly, decreased binding of EWS correlated
with reduced association of the U1 snRNP component U1 70K
as well as with decreased association of U2AF65 (Figures 4A
and 4C). In contrast, binding of PTB was not affected by the
mutations. These observations correlate EWS binding to FAS
exon 6 with the association of the splicing factors that mediate
the earliest steps in the recognition of 50 and 30 splice sites.
To further substantiate these conclusions, we carried out RNA
pull-down assays in nuclear extracts immunodepleted of EWS.
Depletion of EWS resulted in significantly reduced association
of U1 70Kwith FASRNA (68 to +25) and also in amild reduction
of U2AF binding, without effects on the association of PTB or
hnRNP A1 (Figures 4B and 4D). Importantly, addition of recom-
binant purified EWS to the nuclear extracts restored U1 70K
binding (Figures 4B and 4D), consistent with the proposed role
of EWS in U1 snRNP recruitment. Despite the reduction in
U2AF binding observed in EWS-depleted extracts, add-back
of the protein did not significantly enhance U2AF association
with the RNA, possibly because a factor required for exon
definition was codepleted with EWS.
As an additional test, we evaluated the effect of adding an
excess of GST-EWS to nuclear extracts in pull-down assays
using RNAs with or without the 30 or 50 splice-site regions. As ex-
pected, U1 70K recruitment was reduced in the absence of 50
splice site and, to a lower extent, in the absence of 30 splice
site. The association of U2AF was reduced in exon 6 RNAs
lacking either the 30 or the 50 splice site (Figures 5A and 5B),
consistent with previous work documenting that FAS exon 6 30ctors Involved in Exon Definition
ts using biotinylated RNA corresponding to FAS exon 6 pre-mRNA and flanking
n blue) mutant RNAs are represented in the upper panel. Pulled-down proteins
and PTB.
ed rabbit IgGs or anti-EWS antibody. The RNA pull-down was performed using
d flanking intronic sequences spanning from 68 to +25 nucleotides as a bait.
g antibodies against EWS, U170K, U2AF65, PTB, and hnRNP A1 (panels in the
ed HeLa nuclear extracts rescued with either GST or GST-EWS recombinant
te mean values ±SD of three independent experiments. Significance: binding to
*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001.
rs indicate mean values ±SD of three independent experiments.
tudent’s t test (*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001) for the binding of each protein
e immunodepleted extracts rescued with GST versus GST-EWS recombinant
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splice-site recognition is facilitated by interactions across the
exon leading to exon definition (Izquierdo et al., 2005). Impor-
tantly, addition of GST-EWS enhanced the recruitment of both
U1 70K and U2AF, whereas it did not enhance recruitment of
PTB (except in the absence of 50 splice site RNA, see Discussion)
or hnRNP A1 (Figures 5A and 5B). Strikingly, enhanced recruit-
ment of U2AF was observed even in the absence of a 30 splice
site, suggesting that EWS can help to recruit this factor, at least
to some extent, in the absence of its cognate binding site. We
also observed increased recruitment of U1 70K when adding
back EWS in the absence of a 50 splice site, but the effects
were small and may not be of mechanistic significance. Coim-
munoprecipitation assays showed that EWS forms complexes
with U1 70K and U2AF in an RNase-insensitive fashion (Figures
5C and 5D), whereas coprecipitation of EWSwith hnRNP A1was
sensitive to RNase A digestion. Furthermore, GST pull-down ex-
periments confirmed the RNase-insensitive interaction between
EWS and U1 70K and U2AF65 (Figures 5E and 5F). Collectively,
these results suggest a direct role for EWS in the recruitment of
U1 snRNP and, possibly, also U2AF and are compatible with a
model in which EWS can favor exon recognition by promoting
the recruitment of U1 snRNP to 50 splice sites (Figure 5G, see
Discussion) and also the recruitment of U2AF to 30 splice sites,
either directly or through exon definition effects (Figure 5G, see
Discussion).
Reduced Sensitivity of EWS-Depleted Cells to
FAS-Induced Apoptosis
FAS/CD95 encodes a trans-membrane receptor of the Death
Receptor family. Upon binding to its ligand, the FAS receptor
activates a signaling pathway that leads to apoptotic cell death
(Mountz et al., 1995). Skipping of exon 6, however, leads to the
synthesis of an mRNA that codes for a soluble form of the recep-
tor known to repress apoptosis (Cheng et al., 1994; Cascino
et al., 1995). EWS knockdown cells showed increased skipping
of FAS exon 6, leading to the synthesis of the mRNA that
encodes the soluble form of the FAS receptor. To evaluate
the levels of FAS receptor in pLKO and pLKOshEWS cells,
we performed staining with FAS antibody or matched isotypeFigure 5. EWS Recruits U1 snRNP to FAS Exon 6 50 Splice Site
(A) Pull-down assays of EWS, U170K, U2AF65, PTB, and hnRNP A1 from HeLa nu
exon 6 pre-mRNA and flanking intronic sequences spanning from 68 to +25, o
Pulled-down proteins were analyzed by western blot using antibodies agains
immunoglobulin.
(B) Quantification of pull down results in (A) by densitometric analysis. Bars indicat
FAS in the presence versus the absence of recombinant GST-EWS. Significance
(C) Analysis of EWS interaction with U170K and U2AF65. Nuclear extracts from
rabbit IgGs, in the presence or absence of RNase A. Immunoprecipitated proteins
and hnRNP A1.
(D) Barplots represent average and SD of three independent immunoprecipitati
percentage of the input. Significance was evaluated using the Student’s t test (
absence of RNase A.
(E) GST pull-down experiments using GST and GST-EWS proteins purified from
against U170K, U2AF65, and hnRNP A1, as indicated.
(F) Barplots represent average and SD of three independent pull-down experimen
Significance was evaluated using the Student’s t test as in (D).
(G) Model for EWS-mediated effects on exon definition. EWS binding to G-rich
particularly to weak 50 splice sites, most likely involving interactions with the U1 sn
the 50 splice site can promote U2AF65 binding to the upstream 30 splice site thro
Ccontrol antibody. Fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS)
analysis confirmed a decrease in the levels of FAS receptor in
pLKOshEWS HeLa cells compared to the pLKO control (Figures
6A and 6B).
Next, we evaluated the functional relevance of reduced
expression of FAS receptor in EWS-knocked-down HeLa cells
by inducing apoptosis with anti-FAS antibody. HeLa cells, stably
infected with pLKO or pLKOshEWS, were treated for 16 hr with
anti-FAS antibody or the matched isotype control antibody
in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM)-containing
reduced serum. FACS analysis revealed that EWS depletion
not only decreased the fraction of dead cells in the control pop-
ulation, but also reduced 2- to 3-fold the effects of FAS activation
(Figures 6C and 6D). These effects of EWS depletion are unlikely
to be due to a general increase in resistance to cellular chal-
lenges, because EWS-depleted cells are, in fact, more sensitive
to genotoxic stress (Paronetto et al., 2011; Paronetto, 2013).
Ewing sarcomas are characterized by chromosomal translo-
cations yielding in-frame fusions between the amino terminal
region of EWS and the carboxy terminus of various ETS
transcription factors, creating potent oncogenes that direct
neoplastic transformation. As a consequence, in Ewing sarcoma
cells the complete EWSR1 gene is present only in one allele,
potentially causing haploinsufficiency of EWS protein function.
We therefore tested whether increasing the levels of EWS in Ew-
ing sarcoma TC-71 cells could result in enhanced levels of FAS
receptor and FAS-induced apoptosis. We overexpressed either
GFP or GFP-EWS in TC-71 cells and measured the expression
level of transmembrane FAS within GFP-positive cells by flow
cytometry analysis. Although the whole population was positive
for FAS receptor, we found a significant increase of the median
fluorescence intensity (MFI) in GFP-EWS cells compared to the
GFP control, indicating a 20% increase of FAS receptor mole-
cules in GFP-EWS positive cells (Figures 6E and 6F). Consistent
with the levels of EWSprotein being rate limiting for FAS-induced
apoptosis in Ewing sarcoma cells, treatment with anti-FAS
inducer antibody for 16 hr in medium with reduced serum
showed increased FAS-mediated cell death in GFP-EWS-ex-
pressing cells (Figure 6G). These cells showed increased cellclear extracts using in vitro transcribed biotinylated RNA corresponding to FAS
r the same sequence without either the 30 or the 50 splice sites, as indicated.
t EWS, U170K, U2AF65, PTB, and hnRNP A1. ID, immunodepleted; IgG,
e mean values ±SD of three independent experiments. Significance: binding to
was evaluated using Student’s t test: *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001.
HeLa cells were immunoprecipitated either with anti-EWS antibody or purified
were analyzed by western blot using antibodies against EWS, U170K, U2AF65,
on experiments. Interaction with endogenous EWS protein is represented as
*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001) comparing the binding in the presence or
E. coli. Pulled-down proteins were analyzed by western blot using antibodies
ts. Interaction with GST or GST-EWS is represented as percentage of the input.
elements in exons in the vicinity of 50 splice sites helps to recruit U1 snRNP,
RNP protein U1C (Knoop and Baker, 2000). Enhanced binding of U1 snRNP to
ugh exon definition effects.
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Figure 6. EWS Sensitizes Cells to FAS-Induced Cell Death
(A) EWS affects expression of membrane-bound FAS receptor in HeLa cells. The percentage of FAS-positive cells in HeLa cells stably infected with pLKO or
pLKOshEWS was determined by flow cytometry comparing the percentage of cells stained either with the fluorescent anti-FAS (red line) or the matched isotype
control antibody (gray line).
(legend continued on next page)
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death even in the absence of inducer, suggesting increased
response to apoptotic signals in the medium.
Collectively, the results of our EWS depletion and overex-
pression experiments indicate that EWS levels modulate the
response to FAS-mediated apoptosis, both in ovarian cancer
HeLa cells and in Ewing sarcoma cells.
DISCUSSION
The application of CLIP-seq/HITS-CLIP technology is providing
comprehensive data sets of binding sites for a number of RNA
binding proteins, including splicing regulatory factors (reviewed
by Darnell, 2010). Our results reveal enrichment in EWS binding
sites at exonic positions near 50 splice sites (Figure 1). Consis-
tently, the general consensus motif derived from EWS CLIP
tags, which matches previous knowledge about EWS RNA bind-
ing specificity and for which purified EWS displays an apparent
dissociation constant of 50 nM (Figure 1G), is also enriched at
these locations (Figure 1F). Previous PAR-CLIP data reported a
general enrichment of FET proteins immediately upstream of 30
splice sites (Hoell et al., 2011). Our experiments, particularly us-
ing the FAS exon 6 as a model system, are consistent with bona
fide EWS binding to exonic sequences near 50 splice sites and
with function of the protein through these sequence motifs (Fig-
ures 2, 3, and 4).
Enrichment of EWS binding near 50 splice sites is consistent
with a role for this protein in facilitating 50 splice-site recognition
(Figure 5H), a mechanism with similarities to the function of TIA-
1/TIAR proteins in promoting 50 splice-site choice and exon
definition. First, both proteins bind to sequences located near
50 splice sites, although TIA-1/TIAR bind to uridine-rich se-
quences 30 of the splice site and EWS binds to guanosine-rich
sequences 50 of the splice site. This arrangement opens the
possibility that 50 splice-site recognition can be assisted by
both TIA-1/TIAR and EWS proteins, which could act synergisti-
cally through independent binding sites flanking the splice site.
In FAS exon 6, the effect of EWS is not affected by mutation of
the TIA-1 binding site (Figure S6), indicating that synergy be-
tween EWS and TIA-1 is not a requirement for EWS function
in this case. Second, both proteins interact with U1C, one of
the protein components of U1 snRNP (Fo¨rch et al., 2002; Knoop
and Baker 2000) which in budding yeast has been shown to
recognize 50 splice-site sequences previous to base-pairing in-
teractions between the splice site and U1 snRNA (Du and Ros-
bash 2002). Third, both TIA-1 (Fo¨rch et al., 2000; Izquierdo et al.,
2005) and EWS (Figures 4 and 5) promote U1 snRNP assembly.(B) Quantification of FACS analysis results obtained as in (A) for three independe
(C) EWS facilitates FAS-mediated cell death of HeLa cells. pLKO and pLKOshEW
matched isotype control antibody for 16 hr in DMEM with reduced serum conten
fixable near infrared reagent and analyzed by FACS. The percentage of live/dead
(D) Quantification of results as in (C) for three independent experiments.
(E) EWS enhances expression of membrane-bound FAS in Ewing sarcoma TC-71
plasmids and 48 hr after transfection cells were stained with fluorescent anti-FA
positive cells and the median fluorescence intensity (MFI) between GFP-EWS an
(F) Quantification of MFI results as in (E) corresponding to three independent exp
(G) EWS facilitates FAS-mediated cell death of Ewing sarcoma TC-71 cells. TC-71
treated with anti-FAS inducer antibody or with the matched isotype and the perce
SD of three independent experiments. Significance was evaluated using the Stu
CTaken together, these similarities suggest a model in which
recognition of sequences flanking 50 splice sites by EWS and/
or TIA1/TIAR proteins helps to recruit U1 snRNP through their
interaction with U1C. Such stabilizing contacts are likely to
play a more determinant role near weak 50 splice sites, where
suboptimal base-pairing interactions with U1 snRNA will make
U1 snRNP recruitment more dependent on auxiliary sequences
and factors like TIA-1 and EWS (Fo¨rch et al., 2000; Wang et al.,
2010; Figures S3C and S3D). These interactions, as well as
others reported in the literature (e.g., between the SR protein
SRSF1 and U1 70K; Kohtz et al., 1994; Jamison et al., 1995)
can be important for constitutive recognition of 50 splice sites
and also for regulation of AS (Wang et al., 2010). Previous
work documented that guanosine runs adjacent to weak 50
splice sites can buffer effects of 50 splice-site mutations, allow-
ing polymorphisms and evolution of new splicing patterns (Xiao
et al., 2009). Although the effects of these sequences were
linked to the activity of hnRNP H (Xiao et al., 2009), the results
presented here argue that EWS can be an additional mediator
of these effects.
Increased recruitment of U2AF by EWS (Figures 4 and 5)
could be an indirect consequence of EWS-mediated enhanced
U1 snRNP binding, which facilitates U2AF binding to FAS exon
6 30 ss through exon definition (Izquierdo et al., 2005). The
results of Figure 5 suggest an additional mechanism, whereby
EWS interacts (directly or through intermediate factors) with
U2AF. Thus, EWS can promote the recruitment of the earliest
factors recognizing 30 and 50 splice sites (U2AF and U1 snRNP)
and therefore act itself as a mediator of exon definition.
Although clear effects on U2AF recruitment were observed
upon mutation EWS binding sites or upon addition of an excess
of EWS to nuclear extracts, the effects of EWS depletion/add
back were less clear. One possibility to explain these observa-
tions is that EWS was not depleted sufficiently to strongly
compromise U2AF binding in these assays. Although we found
that coupling with transcription is not an absolute requirement
for EWS function on FAS AS, the slower transit of RNAPII
observed in the presence of EWS (Figure S6) could contribute
to regulate FAS AS by providing a longer window of opportunity
for the recruitment of splicing factors on the regulated exon
(Kornblihtt, 2007). EWS could therefore facilitate exon definition
via transcriptional coupling and through coupling-independent
mechanisms. The EWS cluster in FAS exon 6 contains two mo-
tifs that match EWS binding consensus (Figure 2). EWS binds
FAS exon 6 with an apparent KD of 15 nM, indicating about
3-fold higher affinity for this sequence than for the identifiednt experiments.
S stable HeLa cell lines were treated with anti-FAS inducer antibody or with
t (1%) and the fraction of dead cells determined by staining with the live/dead
positive cells (in blue rectangles) corresponds to percentage of dead cells.
cells. TC-71 cells were transfected with either GFP- or GFP-EWS-expressing
S antibody, analyzed by flow cytometry. We analyzed the percentage of FAS
d GFP control cells within GFP-positive cells.
eriments.
cells transfected either with GFP- or with GFP-EWS-expressing plasmids were
ntage of dead cells analyzed as in (C). The barplot represents the average and
dent’s t test (*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001).
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extended consensus motif itself. This could be explained by
additive or cooperative effects of EWS association with the
two motifs present in the exon. Mutation of each of these ele-
ments reduces EWS binding (Figure 2) and reduces the effects
of EWS overexpression on FAS exon 6 inclusion (Figure 3),
again suggesting functional synergy between EWS proteins
through the two binding sites in this rather short (63 nucleotides)
exon. Consistent with this notion, mutation of each EWS
consensus motif leads to substantial skipping of FAS exon 6
(Figure 3) and an excess of EWS added to extracts greatly
enhances the recruitment of the endogenous EWS protein as
well (Figure 5).
Chromosomal translocation of the EWSR1 locus to genes
encoding ETS transcription factors, frequently FLI1, generates
fusion proteins that have been shown to have abnormal proper-
ties as transcriptional activators in Ewing sarcoma, liposarcoma,
and chondrosarcoma (Delattre et al., 1992; Ross et al., 2013).
EWS-FLI1 retains the ability to interact with U1C (Knoop and
Baker, 2000) and has been shown to counteract the 50 splice-
site switching effects of hnRNP A1 on an E1A AS model (Knoop
and Baker, 2001). It remains possible that part of the patho-
genic effects associated with the genetic lesion characteristic
of Ewing sarcomas are the result of haploinsufficiency of EWS
or of altered properties of EWS-FLI1 as a splicing regulator.
The results of Figure 3F are consistent with this idea, because
they show lower activity of the EWS-FLI1 in the regulation of
FAS splicing. In this regard, it has been shown that, whereas
both the EWS and EWS-FLI1 promote CCND1 gene expression,
EWS-FLI1 decreases RNAPII elongation rate and favors accu-
mulation of the more oncogenic D1b isoform (Sanchez et al.,
2008), illustrating how the distinct function of these proteins in
coupling of transcription and RNA processing can contribute to
tumor progression.
The identification ofMDM2 (Dutertre et al., 2010), of genes en-
coding factors involved in DNA damage response (Paronetto
et al., 2011), and of FAS (this manuscript) as targets of splicing
regulation by EWS provides possible pathogenic mechanisms
by which a decrease in activity (or dominant-negative effects)
caused by EWSR1 translocations lead to unbalanced p53
activity, genome instability, or/and decreased apoptosis, thus
contributing to tumor progression. On the other hand, we found
here that forced expression of EWS in the TC-71 Ewing sarcoma
cells is sufficient to increase FAS levels in the membrane and,
consequently, FAS-mediated cell death. AS of FAS exon 6 is
indeed important for normal B and T cell differentiation and for
the proliferation of cancer cells (Cascino et al., 1995; Cheng
et al., 1994). A detailed comparison between the activities of
EWS and its pathogenic fusion proteins is likely to provide rele-
vant insights in this regard. Interestingly, a small molecule that
blocks the interaction between EWS-FLI1 and RNA helicase A
(which has activities in the splicing process) was found to induce
apoptosis of Ewing sarcoma cells (Erkizan et al., 2009).
In summary, our results reveal a molecular mechanism by
which EWS can promote U1 snRNP recruitment to weak 50
splice-sites and exon recognition. They also establish a connec-
tion between EWS and FAS-mediated apoptosis, which could be
relevant for the pathogenesis mechanisms behind Ewing and
other sarcomas.1224 Cell Reports 7, 1211–1226, May 22, 2014 ª2014 The AuthorsEXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
CLIP Experiments and Data Processing
CLIP experiments were performed as previously described (Chi et al., 2009;
Supplemental Information). Solexa 36 nucleotide reads from EWS precipitates
(2914302) and from control precipitates (2947185) were mapped to the human
genome using GEM (Marco-Sola et al., 2012), allowing for up to two mis-
matches and retaining only sequences that mapped uniquely to the genome.
All the unmapped reads were then trimmed 1 base from the 30 end and remap-
ped. This sequential trimming and mapping was continued up to 21 nt length
reads (15 bases of trimming). As a result, a total of 467,818 EWS-associated
reads and 687,823 control reads were unambiguously mapped, which were
grouped in 97,011 and 72,883 clusters, respectively, allowing an overlap of
one or more nucleotides. Two rankings for EWS clusters were considered:
not in control clusters, which are built from overlapping CLIP reads after
removing all those that overlap any of the control reads, and 5-fold enriched
clusters, which are defined to have five times or more reads than the control
cluster. Five-fold enriched clusters were calculated after one pseudocount
was added to all clusters regions in both samples.
Calculation of Cluster Density Relative to Splice Sites
For each data set (C), we calculated the density d(x) of clusters falling
in a particular position x relative to the splice sites as follows: d(x) =
(n(x)/N),(CE/C), where n(x) is the number of exons that have a cluster in that po-
sition, N is the total number of exons considered that have clusters on either
side, and CE/C is the proportion of clusters of this set that fall nearby exons.
To calculate the density of EWS clusters near weak/strong splice sites for
constitutive exons, a position weight-matrix was built using real sites (RefSeq
genes acceptors and donor sites) and random sites (random intergenic regions
containing AG and GT; 18bp-AG-3bp and 3bp-GT-4bp). Exons were scanned
using the matrix and each site classified as weak or strong if it was in the bot-
tom 25% or top 25% of the ranking of scores, respectively. Reciprocally, the
association of weak and strong splice sites with EWS clusters was studied
using an independent calculation: 30 and 50 splice sites of exons were scored
with SVM_BP (Corvelo et al., 2010) and MaxEntScan (Yeo and Burge, 2004),
respectively. The distribution of splice-site scores was compared between
exons with clusters and all exons. One thousand iterations were performed,
sampling the same number of exons from each set, and a Kolmogorov-Smir-
nov test was performed to compare both distributions at each iteration.
Maximal p values obtained for the 1,000 comparisons of 50 splice sites were
2.596 3 1009 for 5-fold enriched CLIP clusters and 0 for CLIP clusters not
in control. For the 30 splice sites, maximal p values were 0.988 for 5-fold en-
riched clusters and 0.117 for clusters not in control. Finally, to test the signifi-
cant differences in cluster densities at each position, a Fisher’ exact test was
carried out using the n(x) and C – n(x) values for the ‘‘EWS not in control’’ and
‘‘EWS (5-fold enrichment)’’ versus ‘‘control not in EWS’’ comparison, and using
the n(x) and N – n(x) values for the case of ‘‘EWS not in control – strong
acceptor/donor’’ versus ‘‘EWS not in control – weak acceptor/donor’’ and
‘‘EWS not in control – alternative exon’’ versus ‘‘EWS not in control – constitu-
tive exon’’ comparison. The Fisher p values were adjusted with the Benjamini-
Hochberg method, and only positions with adjusted p values <0.001 are
shown as gray-shaded areas.
Motif Analysis
Two statistical tests were performed using pentamers: a Z score test to obtain
pentamers overrepresented in CLIP clusters relative to the set of control clus-
ters and the set of random clusters, and a c2 test to obtain pentamers that
occur in a significant number of CLIP clusters compared to the other two
sets. We considered as significant those 5-mers that had Z score R10 and
chi score R100 in the two comparisons (Figures S4A and S4B) and those 6-
mers that had Z scoreR15 and chi scoreR120 (Figures S4C and S4D). Those
k-mers that were common and significant in all four tests were then kept for
further analysis (Table S2). Similar analyses were performed comparing
k-mers (k = 5.6) in control clusters versus random clusters using the same
thresholds; none of the enriched k-mers in these comparisons coincided
with the ones for EWS (Figures S4E and S4F). The significant k-mers were
then located in the CLIP clusters. For positions with at least two pentamers
overlapping, 25 nt of sequence centered at the overlapping pentamerswas ex-
tracted for each CLIP cluster. The best 1,000 clusters according to pentamer
count were then analyzed with MEME (http://meme.nbcr.net/meme/) to obtain
a sequence-logo, searching for 0–1 motif/sequence and for motifs of maximal
length of 15 nucleotides occurring in a minimum of 40 sequences.
Splicing-Sensitive Microarray Experiments
RNA from three biological replicates of scrambled or siEWS-transfected HeLa
cells was isolated and DNase digested using the RNeasy kit (QIAGEN). Total
RNA was hybridized to Human Affymetrix Exon-Junction Array (HJAY). The
HJAY data set analysis and visualization were carried out using EASANA
(GenoSplice technology, http://www.genosplice.com), based on the FAST
DB annotation.
Additional and standard methodology for biochemical and cellular assays
are detailed in Supplemental Experimental Procedures.
ACCESSION NUMBERS
CLIP and microarray data have been submitted to the GEO database with
accession numbers GSE47431 and GSE47790, respectively, and are also
available at this site: http://regulatorygenomics.upf.edu/Data/EWS/.
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
Supplemental Information includes Supplemental Experimental Procedures,
six figures, and three tables and can be found with this article online at
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.celrep.2014.03.077.
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